AGENDA
Thursday, September 9

Time: UTC +2

11:00 von Weizsäcker Room

Information Manipulation
Chair: Mischa Hansen
Speakers: Katrin Hartwig, Monica Kaminska, Christian Rauter

11:00 Russell-Einstein Room

Peace Education
Chair: Jante Silimon
Speakers: Hans-Georg Weing, Martin Ziegler

11:40

Break

11:50 von Weizsäcker Room

Robin Geiß
United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research
New Technologies and Disarmament: Trends, Challenges and Opportunities

12:10

Break

12:20 von Weizsäcker Room

Technology Assessment for International Security
Chair: Thea Rebe
Speakers: Jürgen Altmann, Friederike Frieß, Johannes L. Frieß, Thomas Reinhold

12:20 Russell-Einstein Room

Bridging the Gap between Science and Politics in Arms Control: Lessons from the Field
Chair: Anja Dahlmann
Speakers: Elena Gai, Moritz Kütt, Irmgard Niemeyer, Cormac O’Reill

13:20

Break

14:10 von Weizsäcker Room

Catrin Misselhorn
University of Göttingen
Three Ethical Arguments against Autonomous Weapon Systems

14:30 Posters

Poster Session
Presenters: Lisa Baurer, Johannes L. Frieß, Jan Götte, Laura Guntram, Benjamin Jung, Moritz Kütt, Daniel Lambach, Francesco Mancuso, Tatiana Novossielska, Carlos M. Nupla, Jan Opper, Shannon Kimberly Potts, Thea Rebe, Jonas Sandbrink, Stefka Schmid, Lijun Shang, Sebastian Schwarz, Monika Zoppe

15:50

Break

16:20 von Weizsäcker Room

Kavita Berger
U.S. National Academies
Dual Use and Responsible Research and Innovation in the Life Sciences

16:40

Break

16:50-17:30 von Weizsäcker Room

Innovative Technologies for Nuclear Verification Applications
Chair: Moritz Kütt
Speakers: Lyndon Burford, Martin Kalinowski, Paige Kunkle

16:50-17:30 Russell-Einstein Room

Quantum Technologies: Its Dual-Use Potential and Options for Mitigation and Other Measures
Chair: Götz Neuneck
Speakers: Anuradha Dammal, Michal Krein, Lindsay Rand

19:00 Get together at Meeting Lounge

19:30 Evening Talk

Moriba Jah
University of Texas at Austin
Space Policy Parallels: The Law of Salvage and Non-Consensual Debris Removal

20:00 Get together at Meeting Lounge